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Objective

An association is proposed between scientists from St. petersburg (=participant 2), Russia and from Tirana, Albania (=participant 3) and the co-ordinator (=participant 1) and members of the BIOMED PL '93-1239 project. This project aims to apply stable isotopes in clinical medicine. This requires close collaboration between physiologists (medical doctors) and analysts (skillfull technicians).
participant 2 represents a group of researchers, all related to postgraduate medical education, but lacking modern technical support. Whereas participant 3 collaborates with a group of analysts, experienced in analytical techniques, but with a great need of medical assistance. When in both groups the missing link could be made, they will become promising centres, able to join the existing BIOMED-project on Helicobacter pylori study already after one year. In another year, they will be able to join specific work-packages, as presented by the project, and to contribute substantially to the final report of their program.

As in their countries both groups show authority, they will be able within 5 years of collaboration in the West European program to become centres of instruction and education in their own country.
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